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Table S1. Measurements (in mm) of well-preserved caudal vertebrae in DIP-V-15103.
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Supplemental Experimental Procedures
Amber deposit
Amber from Myanmar has historically been referred to as Burmese amber, and it has been mined for millennia in
order to provide raw materials for amber carvings. Study of the inclusions within Burmese amber have flourished,
particularly within the last two decades. Recent reviews of the biotic inclusions known from this deposit have been
provided [S1, S2]. The material included in this study comes from the Hukawng Valley, the primary source of
amber within Myanmar, and it was obtained directly from local amber miners at the Angbamo site, by the lead
author in 2015. Burmese amber is thought to have been produced by trees within either the Araucariaceae or
Dipterocarpaceae, based on the chemical composition of the fossil resin, and its botanical inclusions [S2].

Specimen and repository
The specimen is cataloged as DIP-V-15103 (DIP = Dexu Institute of Paleontology, Chaozhou, China) and was
collected by local miners from the Angbamo site, Tanai Township, Myitkyina District, Kachin Province in northern
Burma (Myanmar). In Myanmar, all fossils require presidential permits in order to be exported [S3,S4]; however,
amber (which is itself a fossil) is classified as a “gemstone” under the Myanmar Mines Law [S5] and this material is
governed by its own set of regulations. Amber rich in inclusions such as insects, plants, and vertebrates is mined on
a massive scale (~10 tonnes in 2015) [S6], and exported under permits issued by the Myanma Gems Enterprise
government agency. Export from this region has been occurring for millennia and forms a large component of the
local economy. DIP-V-15103 was collected legally, purchased within Myanmar, and exported with the appropriate
permit receipt (#764093). Since the specimen represents a unique vertebrate fossil, discussions have been initiated to
repatriate this specimen to Myanmar, and the intention of the authors is for this to happen.
DIP-V-15103 is roughly ovoid (35.5 mm x 25.5 mm x 11.5 mm) and weighs 6.5 g. Based on ammonite
biostratigraphy and palynology, the Angbamo site has been dated at between 105 and 95 Ma (Albian–Cenomanian)
[S2, S6]. U-Pb dating of zircons from the volcaniclastic matrix associated with the amber has recently refined the
estimated age for this deposit to 98.8 ± 0.6 Ma [S8].

Rationale for analytical methods
Given the rarity of the tail inclusion and the small size of the surrounding amber, we were not able to destructively
sample the amber piece in order to obtain subsamples large enough for chemical analyses. This precluded the use of
techniques such as stable isotope analyses or Fourier-transform Infrared Spectroscopy, to test the botanical source of
the amber and its membership within the Burmese amber deposit. Instead, we relied upon observations of insect
syninclusions and preservation style, as well as the use of UV light, to detect distinctive fluorescence colors [S2] and
search for signs of specimen manipulation. Ultimately, the sample matched well with existing collections of
Burmese amber held by the RSM, in terms of its fluorescence properties, preservational of insect inclusions, and the
taxonomy of the insect inclusions themselves (discussed in detail within the “Taphonomy” section). The carbonized
appearance of the tail, coupled with the presence of exclusively Cretaceous ants on either side of the tail inclusion
and uninterrupted flow lines within the amber preclude any specimen manipulation.
Chemical composition of the tail inclusion was assessed through the XFI and XAS. Results from XFI
analyses are included within the main text (Figure 2A), except for elements that showed no preferential distribution
with respect to the inclusion. The distribution of Ni and Br were measured within the sample, but their distributions
were uninformative. Elements with distributions that parallel the preserved soft tissues include Fe and perhaps Cu.
Iron is present in regions containing the carbonized vestiges of skin and muscle, and also as a series of fine linear
features within the area of exposed plumage. Copper is slightly more abundant in the amber regions surrounding the
tail (i.e., positions with plumage), but this signal is overwhelmed by a single hotspot within one of the cracks in the
amber. Elements such as Ca, Sc, Zn, Ti, Ge, Mn appear to be related to the silicate minerals within the clay that has
infilled voids in the amber, although the highest concentrations of As occur where there are cracks within the amber,
while Mn and Ti display minor overlap or isolated hotspots associated with the carbon film. The iron contained
within the sample was probed by collecting the Fe K-edge of the X-ray absorption spectrum (XAS) in fluorescence
mode, within the same region that was subjected to µ-XFI.

One application of XAS is to determine the species and quantities of standards in a heterogeneous sample,
or to give the valence state of the critical atom in a material. In the context of the amber specimen analyzed here, it
is possible to determine the valence state of iron directly from the characteristics of the spectrum in the vicinity of
the Fe K-edge. In Figure S1, the standard K-edge of iron in foil and different oxidates are shown combined with that
of the amber sample. Based on the spectra, it is difficult to quantitatively determine the possible Fe-components in
the sample or their ratios, but it is certain that the amber inclusion is not composed of any of these pure iron
compounds. However, it is possible to qualitatively examine the valence state of iron in the sample based on
characteristics of the K-edge spectra, beginning around 7112 eV.
The rising edge of absorption in the spectrum of the amber sample is between that of FeO and Fe3O4.
According to the basic theory behind XAS, the rising edge of an element in a high valence state is larger in energy
scale than that in a low valence state—and this can be confirmed in the figure where the energy of rising edge
decreases from compound Fe2O3, Fe3O4, FeO, Fe, whose valence states are +3, +3(50%)/+2(50%), +2 and zero.
Consequently, the iron in the sample has a valence state between +2 and +3(50%)/+2(50%), and this valence state
approaches +2(75%)/+2(25%), as the rising edge is much closer to FeO. Given these qualitative observations, it is
reasonable to suggest that the percentage of iron with a +2 valence state in the sample is more that 80%.

Taphonomic analysis
Mapping resin flows under UV light:
In order to better understand the taphonomy of the tail inclusion, to test the provenance of the amber, and to test for
signs of specimen manipulation, basic observations with UV light were conducted. These observations confirmed
that the specimen is unmodified Burmese amber, and shed some light on the interactions that took place between the
tail inclusion and the surrounding resin. The tail falls predominantly within a single resin flow (Figure S1), and the
direction of this flow largely parallels the flattened surface created by the plumage. Towards the base (anterior) of
the tail, the feathers are more closely adpressed to the sides of the vertebrae, but this is also a region of the tail where
the feathers show obvious interactions with resin flows—many of the barbs are clustered into a single area where
they follow the direction of resin flow, which is oblique to the long axis of the tail. Within the posterior regions of
the tail, most feathers and their barbs appear to be centered within a resin flow, and show little sign of being moved
during the course of resin production and solidification. The presence of feathered lateral keels on specimen DIP-V15103 is unequivocal, but the degree of flattening within each keel may have been slightly accentuated or reduced
by flows in the surrounding resin.

Surface exposures and decay products:
Where the tail inclusion breaches the surface of the surrounding amber, it is possible to make direct observations of
the preserved tissues. Even though the feathers appear to be preserved in three-dimensions with little or no
replacement or alteration, the bones and soft tissues within the specimen have been altered substantially. Voids
within the amber seem to have been filled with clay minerals (Figures 1A; 2A; S2A,B). This includes the entire
body cavity of insects such as the cockroach (Blattodea) preserved near the anteroventral margin of the tail (Figure
S2A). The regions where exposed bone should be visible are consistently covered by a film of the same clay
minerals. This suggests that either the breaks in the specimen coincide with gaps between vertebrae or the gap
between soft tissues and bone, or that the bones within the tail have been partially replaced. Regardless of the
scenario, the bone retains no obvious vestiges of its original internal structure, and replacement of this material may
explain the low density contrast that limited SR X-ray µCT observations of the specimen. The soft tissue layer
corresponding to the muscle and skin (between the bone and feathered surfaces) has been reduced to a thin carbon
film (Figures 1C, 2A).
In addition to the milky amber discussed within the context of specimen drying in the main text, some
amber regions are darkly stained—presumably due to interactions with decay products or oils emanating from the
inclusion. These stains are most prominent along the anteroventral margin of the tail, where they form a halo around
the carbon film and partially envelope a cockroach inclusion (Figure S2A), also appearing as dark areas within UV
images (Figure S1C,D). Similar staining is seen in connection with bubbles or secretions that emanate from the
lateral follicles on the tail (Figure S2C–G).

Surface exposures suggest that the tail feathers preserved within the piece of amber are representative of
the entire tail plumage. There are no spots where larger rectrices have been truncated by the surface of the amber,
and no signs that feathers have been plucked and transported elsewhere by resin flows or through the course of
decay. The broken amber surfaces at the anterior and posterior ends of the tail section contain no traces of alternate
feather morphologies that may have existed elsewhere on the tail. All available data suggest a uniform plumage
across the entire series of caudal vertebrae.

Syninclusions:
Insect syninclusions point toward an arboreal source for the amber and validate the Cretaceous age of the specimen.
Long-legged sphecomyrmine ants trapped within resin flows on either side of the tail inclusion suggests that this
piece of amber was formed within an arboreal setting: furthermore, this formicid subfamily is restricted to the
Cretaceous [S9]. The presence of non-decayed foliage and bark fragments, plant trichomes, and a lucanid beetle (a
group that feeds on sap as adults and rotting logs as larvae) [S10] also support an arboreal as opposed to fossorial
resin source.

Taphonomic overprinting of CT images:
Feather oils or decay products emanating from the follicles greatly expand the bases of the feathers in CT views
(Figure 1D–H). These features are so large and dark that we initially thought that they may correspond to processes
on the vertebrae and examined them at length with transmitted light (Figure S2C–G). Detailed comparisons with the
position of plumage in both the CT reconstructions and feather images show that these patches line up with feather
bases, and the bubble-shaped masses occur well outside the boundary of the skin layer. The structure of these
darkened areas rules out feather sheathes as a potential explanation for their presence. Due to the similarity in
density between these dark patches and the feather rachises, we were not able to fully segment these artefacts out of
the tail reconstructions.

Additional details on taxonomic placement
There are several lines of evidence pertaining to the systematic position of the specimen. First, based on the
preserved length of the tail and available measurements of the preserved caudal vertebrae, we estimate that a
complete caudal series is likely to comprise more than 25 caudal vertebrae, which indicates the specimen more
likely to be a non-avialan theropod as there is only one known avian species (i.e., Jeholornis) with more than 25
caudal vertebrae. Second, there is a distinctive ventral groove on the caudal centra of the specimen, which is widely
distributed among non-avialan theropods but which has yet to be reported in avialans (though the possibility of its
presence in the two known long-tailed birds Archaeopteryx and Jeholornis cannot be excluded). Third, all preserved
tail feathers lack closed vanes, a defining character of flight feathers within the Pennaraptora. This suggests that the
new specimen is probably more stemward than known pennaraptorans, a systematic inference consistent with
osteological criteria. Furthermore, the presence of open vanes (indicated by the barb arrangements on either side of
the rachis and the presence of barbules) suggests that the specimen is more crownward than compsognathids and
tyrannosauroids (and maybe even ornithomimosaurs, which have been suggested to have some kind of pennaceous
feathers). Taken together, the available osteological and integumentary features suggest that the specimen is
probably a maniraptoran more crownward than compsognathids and tyrannosauroids (maybe even
ornithomimosaurs) and perhaps more stemward than oviraptorosaurs.
However, the juvenile nature of the specimen might weaken this systematic hypothesis. The extremely
small size of the specimen suggests that it is a juvenile. The longest measurable caudal is about 4 mm and we
believe it is from the posterior part of the caudal series (because the succeeding caudals start to decrease the size).
All known adult theropods including the two known long-tailed birds Archaeopteryx and Jeholornis have much
longer posterior caudal vertebrae (e.g., 17 mm in J. palmapenis [S11]). If the specimen is a juvenile maniraptoran, it
is possible that it may exhibit less complex feathers as a result of its ontogenetic stage. However, there are three
lines of evidence that suggest the plumage is representative of the adult morphology regardless of the juvenile nature
of the specimen. First, Similicaudipteryx fossils show that even juveniles of non-avialan theropods have pennaceous
feathers (the late juvenile individual has typical flight feathers with closed vanes). Second, in extant birds the flight
feathers (including tail feathers) have closed vanes with pennaceous barbules once they have replaced the

plumulaceous neoptile feathers. Third, there is no evidence from modern feathers to support the idea that the largely
symmetrical and somewhat pennaceous barbules seen in DIP-V-15103 might transform into a different type of
pennaceous barbules (i.e., asymmetrical pennaceous barbules capable of forming a flight feather with closed vanes)
during a later moult.

Additional details on feather microstructure
Figure S4 provides additional views of the complete dorsal plumage, the pigmentation and apparent coloration of the
preserved plumage, and the microscopic structure of the barbs and barbules. Figure S5 provides comparison views
from modern Anseriformes feathers mounted in epoxy blocks. The majority of feathers examined showed limited
similarity to the amber-entombed specimens because of morphological features that enhance rigidity in the rachis,
barbs, and barbules. Most of the modern specimens displayed a substantial rachis with a “C-shaped” cross sectional
profile, and deep, blade-shaped barbs only a fraction of the rachis diameter in width (because of their orientation
perpendicular to the long axis of the feather). Rachidial barbules were observed in many samples as well, but these
usually showed some variation from the barbules present along the barbs, did not extend all of the way down the
proximal surface of the rachis, and their blade-like bases were not oriented parallel to the long axis of the feather
(Figure S5A). The apical portions of some open (weakly vaned) contour feathers have barb branching structures and
simplified barbule morphology that display a high degree of similarity to the amber inclusions. This observed
similarity was strongest within one of the smaller contours prepared from commercial samples of barred teal flank
feathers (Anas sp.). In this case, the modern feather appears to be an understory feather with a weakly developed
pennaceous apex and a well-developed plumulaceous base (Figure S5B–G). Although the modern material shares a
thin rachis and alternating barb branching (yielding a nearly dichotomous branching structure) near the apex of the
feather, this pattern is rapidly replaced by opposite barbs much thinner than the rachis in proximal positions. More
importantly, the barbule surfaces are not oriented parallel to the long axis of the feather, and barbules display some
heterogeneity between proximal, distal, and rachidial positions, with a transition to fully plumulaceous barbules near
the feather base.
Techniques applied
The specimen was imaged nondestructively using propagation phase contrast Synchrotron Radiation X-ray
microtomography (PPC-SR X-ray µCT) on beamline 13W of the Shanghai Synchrotron Radiation Facility (SSRF)
and on beamline 3W1A of the Beijing Synchrotron Radiation Facility (BSRF). Depending on the target, we used
isotropic voxel sizes of 3.25 µm at SSRF and 7.4 µm at BSRF. The SR beam was monochromatized at 25 keV at
SSRF and 20keV at BSRF, both using the double crystal monochromator. The distance between sample and detector
(propagation distance) was 300mm at SSRF, and 240mm at BSRF. The projections were 1,600 on 180° at SSRF and
720 on 180° at BSRF. The phase retrieval and slice reconstruction of the data were performed using PITRE software
[S12]. The rotation correction was performed using ImageJ software. The software VG StudioMax 1.2 and 2.1
(Volume Graphics, Heidelberg, Germany) were used for 3-D data processing, segmentation, and analysis.
Chemical composition of the tail inclusion was observed where the anterior edge of the specimen breaches
the surface of the amber, exposing carbonized soft tissues surrounded by amber-interspersed plumage.
Unfortunately, the bone of the tail was not clearly exposed on either end of the amber mass. Instead, clay minerals
have precipitated within a void created either through partial dissolution of the bone, or within intervertebral spaces
and gaps between the soft tissues and bone (Figures 1C; S2A,B).
Synchrotron Radiation micro-X-ray fluorescence imaging (μ-XFI) was performed at the 4W1B beamline,
BSRF, which runs 2.5 GeV electrons with a current of 250 mA. The incident X-rays are monochromatized by a
W/B4C Double Multilayer Monochromator (DMM) at 15 keV and focused down to a point 50 μm in diameter by a
polycapillary lens. The two-dimensional map was acquired by a step-mode: the sample was held on a precision
motor-driven stage, which scans in 60 μm increments. A Si(Li) solid state detector was used to detect X-ray
fluorescence emission lines with a live time of 30 s. The data reduction and process were performed using the
PyMCA analytical package [S13]. Elemental maps from μ-XFI shed light on the distribution and relative abundance
of elements including Ca, Sc, Ti, Mn, Fe, Ni, Cu, Zn, Ge, As, and Br.
X-ray absorption spectra (XAS) observations were carried out at beamline 1W2B of BSRF, China. Owing
to the low iron concentration in the sample and the constraints of non-destructive analysis, X-ray absorption spectra

were collected in fluorescence mode using a Lytle ion-chamber detector and a Mn filter. Both µ-XFI and XAS
analyses were conducted using the freshly broken surface created when the loosely held fragment of amber and clay
was removed for SEM analysis.
Macrophotography was conducted using a Visionary Digital photography station at the Royal
Saskatchewan Museum (Regina, Saskatchewan, Canada), consisting of a Canon EOS 5D DSLR camera equipped
with a Canon MP-E 65 mm Macro Photo Lens and tube extensions. Extended depth of field at high magnifications
was achieved by combining multiple images from a range of focal planes using Helicon Focus 5.3.14 software. The
amber sample was photographed in its raw state, and also suspended in a glycerin bath in order to improve its optical
characteristics.
Photomicrographs were prepared with a Sony NEX-5 camera attached to the trinocular port of an Olympus
CH30 compound microscope. The amber sample was relatively thick and needed to be suspended in a glycerin bath
in order to transmit light properly. The focal distance required for observations under this setup limited microscopy
to the 4x and 10x objective lenses.
Ultraviolet light used to observe flow lines and fluorescence within the amber was provided by a 395 nm
wavelength light source, and the resulting data were captured with the same photography equipment as was used for
macrophotography in this study. Visible fluorescence was stronger than it appears within the resulting photographs,
due to the exposure times used in the macrophotography in order to capture details of amber flowlines.
SEM observations were made at the University of Alberta, Department of Earth and Atmospheric Science
(Edmonton, Alberta, Canada), using a Zeiss Sigma 300 VP-FESEM operated in variable pressure mode with
uncoated samples.
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